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Abstract—Integrity of sensor readings or actuator commands
is of paramount importance for a secure operation in the
Internet-of-Things (IoT). Data from sensors might be stored,
forwarded and processed by many different intermediate
systems. In this paper we apply digital signatures to achieve
end-to-end message level integrity for data in JSON. By signing
JSON on the constrained device we extend the end-to-end
integrity protection starting from the constrained device to
any entity in the IoT data-processing chain. Just the JSON
message’s contents including the enveloped signature and the
data must be preserved. We reached our design goal to keep
the original data accessible by legacy parsers. Hence, signing
does not break parsing. We implemented an elliptic curve
based signature algorithm on a class 1 (following RFC 7228)
constrained device (Zolertia Z1: 16-bit; MSP 430). Furthermore, we describe the challenges of end-to-end integrity when
crossing from IoT to the Web and applications.
Keywords-integrity, digital signatures, ECDSA, IoT, JSON

I. I NTRODUCTION
Integrity is the “property that data has not been altered
or destroyed in an unauthorised manner” [1]. It can be
achieved on the transport-layer and on the message level.
Transport-layer integrity protects the channel between two
communicating entities, such that inside the channel integrity cannot be violated with out being detected by the
communication partner. Message-level integrity creates an
integrity check value, e.g., using digital signature, over
the message and then send message and signature over an
unsecured communication channel.
In the Internet-of-Things, sensory information is gathered
by constrained devices (see [2] for classification) and the
data is then forwarded to other things or to servers. It might
be immediately processed, but often it is stored in message
queues to be picked up later by applications to achieve the
desired functionality. For example assume the sensor with
the thermistor to continuously push his readings into a message queue on a cloud server. Asynchronously this message
queue is read by several different applications. Protecting the
integrity for those type of loosely connected processing can
be achieved by message-level protection mechanisms. Using
a cryptographically secure signature schemes allows verifying that data has not been modified in unauthorised ways.
Additionally, you gain origin-authentication, i.e., verifying
which entity signed the data.

A. Problems
In today’s Internet-of-Things (IoT) the cryptographic protection for integrity is hardly to be found at all [3] or is
protected for the transport layer [4]. As said, transport layer
protection does not protect the data after the transmission.
Transport layer protection is still an important step, but its
integrity protection cannot be seamlessly extended towards
future processing by entities ‘down-stream’.
Digital signatures, as a cryptographic tool, are message
structure and message semantic independent. They protect
a string of bits, in exact that order from the first to the last
bit. Whenever this string of bits cannot be recovered, the
signature and with it the integrity of the data, can no longer
be verified. To achieve message level protection in the IoT
requires that the message’s data structure, which was used to
generate the string of bits that was signed, to be: (1) either
still intact as signed, or (2) reproducible from received data.
However, currently a cryptographically verifiable proof
of integrity and origin is hardly ever seamlessly preserved
from the sensor-based IoT-world to the world of flexible
interchangeable services and their applications.
B. Contributions
This paper’s goal is to protect integrity of information
in an end-to-end fashion in the IoT data processing chain:
starting the earliest, generally already on the device [5], and
extend it seamlessly all the way up to the applications. The
contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We generate a cryptographically strong asymmetric
signature based on ECDSA with NIST p160 curve,
directly on a class 1 constrained platform [2] (Zolertia
Z1: MSP 430@16 MHz; 16-bit; 8KB RAM; 92KB
ROM [6]).
• Our format encapsulates an ECDSA signature into the
same data structure it protects.
• Our format does not require any additional steps to
access the data that it protects, so parsers which do
not understand the signature, find the information at
the same place as within an unsigned data structure.
We choose the data structure to be Javascript Object Notation
(JSON) due to the widespread usage of JSON [7]. The
general idea and the design goals are applicable to any data
structure.

With a data structure understood by many entities in the
IoT data processing chain, there is little need to re-format
the data. Hence, the signature value can still be verified
by more subsequent entities. To achieve this, our proposed
syntax seamlessly carries the integrity protection signature
meta-data as additional JSON elements in an otherwise
unchanged JSON. We will refer to our format as JSON
Sensor Signatures, or JSS in short. JSS achieves end-to-end
message-level integrity protection and can be used with any
digital signature mechanism.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Cryptographic Primitives for Digital Signatures on Constrained Devices
There are several different approaches to allow crypto
on constrained devices: On the one hand lightweight-crypto
suitable for severely resource constrained devices and on
the other hand solutions based on traditional cryptographic
primitives.
We acknowledge the need for lightweight cryptography
and special schemes. Solutions like the ultra-lightweight
Hummingbird [8] allow to bring crypto to nearly any device
in the IoT (8-bit microcontroller ATmega128L). These and
the ongoing developments are important to work towards
a secure IoT, which is currently not achieved by solutions
on the market [3] drastically showed. Especially those based
on asymmetric keys, which offer strong origin authentication
and scaleable key distribution [9], are costly.
That changed when elliptic curve based cryptography
(ECC) gained adoption. ECC was presented already in
1986 independently by Miller [10] and Koblitz [11]. In
recent years, ECC has become standard in the IoT device
context. NIST has standardised the Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) in 2000 [12]. Implementation
for wireless sensor networks exist, e.g., TinyECC [13], NanoECC [14], or NIST’s ECClight [15]; and they have been
further optimised [9]. Another example of ECC being the
perfect candidate for constrained devices, besides Ayuso et
al.’s work [9]: the 160bit curve implementation by Kern and
Feldhofer [16] or the very lightweight ECC based construction for authentication of Braun, Hess and Mayer [17] on
RFID-type devices. Recently, NIST’s curves have been criticised [18] and the proposal by Bernstein named Curve25519
with the signature algorithm named ed25519 is currently en
route to standardisation [19]. additionally, it is claimed to
be less problematic for implementers.
In general, ECC has shown to be usable in software
implementations, and is well supported in today’s recent IoT
hardware platforms [20], [21], [22]1 . From this we assume
that ECC signature generation and verification becomes
increasingly pervasive for IoT’s hardware.
1 We hope it stays hardware supported, as in TI’s CC2538, and non NIST
curves are added. However, it has recently been dropped again (see: http:
//blog.spd.gr/2015/04/to-cc-or-not-to-cc.html).

B. Message-Level Integrity
Cryptographically digital signatures protect a string of
bits. When facilitated for message-level integrity protection
it becomes important to devise the procedure on how the
message’s content is supplied to the cryptographic algorithm.
At this point the mechanisms must be tailored to fit the
structure of the data they protect.
In the world outside IoT, XML is a common data
structure. The XML Digital Signature Specification (XMLDSig) [23] was standardised with a couple of canonicalization methods, allowing to build a single canonical
serialisation of XML data into XML [24]. XML Signatures
have rightly been criticised for their complexity [25] and
therefore are not a good choice for the constrained IoT
world. Gutmann gives helpful advice [25] and proposes
designing a signature format such that it can be linearly
parsed. The proposed order of elements shall be: “signature
hash algorithm indicator; data; signature;” [25]. It would
also be possible to use existing signature formats for email,
like S/MIME or PGP, already suggested in [25]. Ernst
designed “Really simple Signatures” (XML-RSig), where
the signature is added as a child node to the node that it
signed [26]. The over-flexibility of XML transformations
and XML-DSig results in security problems [27], [28].
Another general problem of digital signature schemes is
that the integrity of the information’s representation as a
bit string is protected. Hence, XML-DSig would require for
verification that all characters of the message are always
in the exact same order as during signature creation. To
simplify XML-DSig Ernst assumed that the order of characters has not changed. In XML this is usually done by
removing unnecessary space, line breaks, etc. and then order
the children alphabetically. Please keep this need in mind, as
we will come back to this issue of canonicalization (C14N)
XML is deemed to be too complex for the constrained
world of the IoT. To bridge the gap we wanted to base
on a data structure that is widely used in the IoT world.
In the following we will go into detail on three slightly
different proposals: IETF’s JSON Web Signatures (JWS),
IETF’s Constrained Object Signing and Encryption (COSE),
and JSON Clear Text Signatures (JCT).
C. JSON Web Signatures (JWS)
Javascript Object Notation (JSON) has become very popular to represent data in the IoT domain2 . It is standardised [29], simple, offers structure, and can be self-explaining
to humans if semantical names are used. Table. I has a JSON
formatted temperature value of 23.4 with some meta-data.
One candidate to sign JSON is the so-called JSON Web
Signature (JWS) [30] that is currently discussed in IETF’s
JOSE working group as an draft. There is also a list of
2 http://postscapes.com/internet-of-things-protocols

Table III
JCS E XAMPLE ADAPTED FROM [36]

Table I
JSON EXAMPLE

{

"measurement_id": 3,
"node_id": 1337,
"temp": 23.4

}

Table II
JWS S HORTENED E XAMPLE ADAPTED FROM [30]

{

"payload":"eyJpc3MiO· · ·nVlfQ",
"protected":"eyJhbGciOiJFUzI1NiJ9",
"header":{"kid":"e9bc0· · ·2db0d"},
"signature":"DtEhU3lj· · ·23NU1Q"
}

{ "measurement_id": 3,
"node_id": 1337,
"temp": 23.4,
"signature":
{ "algorithm": "ES256",
"publicKey": { "type": "EC",
"curve": "P-256",
"x": "lN· · ·02Ck",
"y": "Lm· · ·8iFA" },
"value": "C1qP8· · ·CuUHg"
} }
above ‘· · ·’ indicates removed characters;
linefeeds and spaces added just to ease visual consumption;

above ‘· · ·’ indicates removed bas64url-encoded characters;
linefeeds and spaces added just to ease visual consumption;

algorithm descriptors [31], which includes some for ECCbased signature schemes (e.g., NIST ECDSA using P-256
and SHA-256 is named ‘ES256’). An example of JWS,
following the current draft’s example, is shown in Table II.
If one follows the IETF draft for JWS, the payload will
always be base64url-encoded3 . Because the IETF draft for
JWS states that “the payload member MUST be present and
contain the value BASE64URL(JWS Payload).” [30] The
three base64url-encoded result strings and the JWS Unprotected Header value are represented as members within a
JSON object [30].
Already Spourny noted that JWS requires transporting a
lot of data as base64url-encoded [32]. In JWS the base64urlencoded values are the input for the integrity protection. This
encoded payload becomes the normalised representation. As
long as this does not change this representation can be signed
and verified. However, this has one obvious drawback:
base64url-encoded JSON is no longer human readable. Another, quite heaving weighting downside: legacy code in the
application domain can no longer parse the actual payload
data of signed message. Legacy code that understood Table. I
cannot find the ‘temp’ in Table. II without understanding and
reversing the signature’s added encoding.
While additional encodings might be tolerable for encryption of data, where encrypted data can only be read by
code that understands decryption, integrity does not require
to restrict easy access to protected data. In our opinion,
adding a signature for integrity protection shall not make
the protected data any harder to parse.
D. CBOR Object Signing and Encryption (COSE)
Very recently, the use of ideas from JOSE on other encodings than JSON is discussed. Instead of using base64urlencoding of JSON, COSE proposes to use the Concise
Binary Object Representation (CBOR). CBOR is a data
format aimed for small code size and small message size
3 Base64

Encoding with URL and Filename Safe Alphabet (RFC4648)

described in RFC 7049 [33]. This IETF group, likely to
become a working group, is called COSE [34]. COSE
highlights that “each use of JSON is replaced by the
equivalent use of CBOR” [34] and that especially “where
the output of the base64url function was to be used as an
input to a cryptographic algorithm, instead the input is used
directly” [34]. COSE proposed the syntax for its encryption
in a draft called CBOR Encoded Message Syntax [35].
To recap, instead of using base64url-encoded JSON,
COSE uses CBOR as a serialisation. However, COSE
requires the CBOR representation not to be changed by
intermediaries: “The payload is wrapped in a bstr4 to ensure
that it is transported without changes, if the payload is transported separately it is the responsibility of the application to
ensure that it will be transported without changes.” [35] A
CBOR encoder and a decoder shall be easily implemented
on a class 1 [2] constrained nodes [35].
COSE requires not only CBOR decoders in upper layers,
it still requires that CBOR-encoded payload is not changed
after signed, even though CBOR allows intermediaries to rearrange data encoded inside CBOR structures. Hence, [33]
explains the creation of canonical CBOR. Canonical means
that two encoder implementations starting with the same input data will produce the same CBOR output. Following this,
COSE’s encoded message syntax requires that “Canonical
CBOR (Section 3.9 of RFC 7049) MUST be used” [35].
E. JSON Clear Text Signature (JCS)
In the end of 2013 Rundgren proposed JSON Clear
Text Signature (JCS), where the signature is encoded much
like an enveloped XML signature, just all in JSON. He
recently states that “[u]nlike IETF’s JWS [JOSE], JCS was
designed to be an integral part of a JSON object rather than
embedding the signed data.” [36]
JCS does not list the accessibility of the content as their
main design goal. Important to note is that JCS has a “potential dependency on canonicalization” [36]. Further note that
4 bstr
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servers & applications can verify integrity
JSON: {temp:23.4,
"signature":
"MEYCwoBK"}
23.4°C
verified

Table IV
E NVELOPED JSS S YNTAX

{ "protected":{<plain headers>},
<plain payload>,
"signature":"<base64url-encoded signature>"

}

linefeeds and spaces added just to ease visual consumption;
IoT-Middleware(s), IoT-Node(s), ...
JSON: {temp:23.4,
"signature":
"MEYCwoBK"}

Table V
E NVELOPING JSS S YNTAX

{ "protected":"<plain header>",
"payload":{<plain payload>},
"signature":"<base64url-encoded signature>" }
linefeeds and spaces added just to ease visual consumption;

1.) read
3.) send
2.) sign
temp=23.5° with ECDSA signed temp.
constrained IoT-devices protect integrity

Figure 1. Our goal: seamless integrity protection starting early;
our solution: signing JSON-formatted data on the constrained device

in JCS “this part has been extremely simplified” [36] as “JCS
only relies on predictable serialization of JSON data.” [36].
III. D ESIGN G OALS OF JSS
Signatures provide an added value. However, we strongly
feel that adding them must not break existing workflows.
1) keep data in signed messages still accessible to the
IoT value chain in the same manner as if it would not
have been signed
2) keep JSON’s simplicity, as it might be the reason why
JSON has seen widespread adoption especially higher
up in the IoT data chain
3) limit the increase in message size due to meta-data
4) signature is generated and verified on constrained
device
The latter allows starting end-to-end protection at the earliest
possible moment. Note, when we talk about generation of
signatures, we implicitly include the ability to verify as well,
e.g., signed commands are verified on the constrained device
itself.
IV. JSS F ORMAT: S IGNATURE E NCAPSULATION IN JSON
We have chosen to select JSON because the data structure
is widely used in the higher layers. Future work is to
implement and compare integrity protection for other data
structures, e.g., CBOR, on constrained devices.
There are again several ways to embedded signatures.
Let us highlight two following the XML-DSig nomenclature [23] for their naming:
enveloped: signature-related JSON elements added as
children inside JSON object that was signed (see
Tab. V)

enveloping: payload is a JSON element added as a
child in a signature JSON object (see Tab. IV)
XML-DSig also knows detached signatures, however a detached signature would (a) not keep the signature simply
alongside the JSON payload and (b) it would require to a
have a message id that could be used to link the signature
object to the JSON payload object that was signed. Hence,
detached signatures are not considered further.
To attain the first design goal, we cannot change the level
at which the payload’s values reside. So, only an enveloped
signature can be used.
The outcome of an enveloped JSS for the JSON payload
from the example would look as shown Table VI.
A. Steps to canonical JSON
The design goal is to keep the JSON payload, i.e.,
the initial JSON formatted data, unencoded. However,
JSON can contain spaces ( ) and line breaks and more
importantly, JSON elements can be re-ordered, e.g.,
{ "b":"two", "a": 2 } carries the same information as {"a": 2, "b": "two"}. Cryptographic signature
mechanisms will protect a string of bits, and the above two
JSON strings will get a different binary representation. Thus,
a signature on the first would not verify on input of the
second. We need to transform the payload into a canonical
representation. Such a canonical transformation returns the
same string representation repeatedly if the information in
the JSON object is the same. This is required, as this is then
input to the digital signature’s hash function.The canonical
JSON shall remain valid JSON and parseable with any
standard compliant JSON parser. Spending a small fraction
of compute power on this additional step of canonicalization
allows to keep JSON’s flexibility, e.g., allows elements to be
arranged differently without changing meaning.
However, currently there is no agreed standard for this
transformation. We found one proposal from OLPC [37],
one long expired IETF draft from 2012 [38], and Rundgren
called the steps “normalization” in JCS [36]. In JCS this is

not a canonical form because still “[t]he original property
serialization order must be preserved” [36] during parsing.
Canonicalisation shall not be confused with minification,
as these processes usually only removes all unnecessary
whitespaces and comments. Serialization transforms a representation of a data structure into a series of bits. Canonicalization refers to a particular serialization with the above
property: {"a":2,"b":"two"} 6 .
We adopted OLPC’s procedures to generate “canonical
JSON” [37], but removed the final encoding step.
•
•
•
•
•

No whitespace
No escape sequences in strings other than \and \\; all
other represented literally, including control characters
No trailing commas
Object keys sorted by Unicode character values (code
points); sorting occurs before adding escape sequences
Non-integers and initial zero-padding not allowed

B. Steps to generate the JSON-Sensor-Signature (JSS)
The following steps are close to the IETF draft for JWS.
For the generation of the signature value, also JSS needs
to have the payload being base64url-encoded. However, we
use the canonical form and forgo with JWS’s requirement
that “[t]he payload member must be present and contain the
value BASE64URL(JWS Payload)” [30].
1) Initialisation phase (done only once): Key Setup for
an ECC key, e.g., curve secp160r1.
2) Creation of the JSS header that specifies the algorithm
identifier: following [31] the reference is ES160.
3) Encoding jss.protected header’s contents using
base64url-encoding: eyJhbGciO1NiJ9Cg 5
4) Canonicalize JSON payload; "measurement_id":
3,"node_id":1337,"d ata":23.4 6
5) base64url-encode the payload: eyAibWVhzLjR9Cg 5
6) Concatenation of header’s contents and payload:
base64url-encoded header followed by character
’.’ followed by base64url-encoded payload:
eyJhbGciO1NiJ9Cg.eyAibWVhzLjR9Cg 5
7) Hash the concatenated string using the cryptographic
hash function defined in header: SHA-256
8) Sign hash using secret signing key with the selected
signature algorithm: NIST ECDSA secp160r1
9) base64url-encode the generated cryptographic signature: MEYCwoBK· · ·27rM9KLVF8pA 5
10) Integrate header (in plain text) in front and signature
(base64-url-encoded) at the end of the payload, see
Table IV
C. Steps to verify the JSON-Sensor-Signature (JSS)
Assuming we have received the data already in canonical
form alleviates the need to do a canonicalisation on the
5 shortened

example, not the real value

Table VI
JSS E XAMPLE S IGNED E NVELOPED S IGNATURE

{"jss.protected":{"alg":"ES160"},"data":
23.4,"measurement_id":3,"node_id":1337,
"jss.signature":"MEYCwoBK· · ·27rM9KLVF8pA"}
above ‘· · ·’ indicates removed bas64url-encoded characters;
linefeeds added just to ease visual consumption;

constrained device (so we can skip step 4 in the following
list), the signature will fail if it is not in that form.
1) Extract JSS’s header: {"alg":"ES160"}.
2) Parse algorithm identifier and initialise the corresponding algorithm: ES160 refers to ECDSA based on
NIST’s curve secp160r1.
3) Encode header using URL-safe base64-encoding:
eyJhbGciOiI1NiJ9Cg 5
4) Extract remaining JSON integrity protected payload:
"measurement_id":3,"node_id":1337,"d
ata":23.4 6
5) Canonicalize and and encode payload using URL-safe
base64-encoding: eyAibWVhzLjR9Cg 5
6) Extract signature value:MEYCwoBK· · ·M9KLVF8pA 5
7) Load the trusted public verification key for the sender
8) Concatenation of the header’s contents and the payload, so the base64url-encoded header followed by the
character ’.’ followed by base64url-encoded payload:
eyJhbGciOiI1NiJ9Cg.eyAibWVhzLjR9Cg 5
9) Hash the concatenated string using the cryptographic
hash function defined in the header: SHA-256
10) Verify hash using the signature algorithm selected,
here ECDSA NIST’s curve secp160r1, using the
sender’s public verification key
Finally, the example from Table I would look as Table VI
when the JSS is enveloped, e.g., the signature’s header is
before the payload in canonical form and the signature value
is tailing, following Gutmann’s advice [25], Additionally, all
unnecessary white spaces and line breaks are removed.
V. JSS I MPLEMENTATION AND P ERFORMANCE ON
Z OLERTIA’ S Z1
The implementation was performed as a proof of concept.
Following the classification of RFC7228 [2] Zolertia’s Z1,
based on MSP430 with 8KB RAM and a 92KB Flash
memory [6], is a class 1 (C1) device.
A. JSON and Canonicalization
JSS keeps the JSON object’s payload unchanged as long
as the data processing can handle JSON. Note, the resulting
JSS is still valid JSON and the original JSON data is
still present and parseable as before. However, to keep
the JSON payload accessible and allow intermediaries to
6 linebreaks

just appear in this printed version

Table VII
P ERFORMANCE OF JSS ON Z OLERTIA Z1; AVERAGE OVER 200 RUNS
JSS complete generation∗
just the signature calculation
Codesize Client/Sender∗∗
Codesize Server/Receiver∗∗
∗
∗∗

2123,89 ms
1016.09 ms
63,927 bytes
59,451 bytes

includes temperature sensing, creating JSON string,
ECC initialisation, base64url encoding and signing
includes code for UDP network communication

re-arrangement the elements, we needed to bite into the
bitter apple of canonicalization (c14n), which adds complexity. Only due to canonicalization of the JSON object
the verifier can re-create the exact same bit representation
that was signed. Thus, the verification can succeed even if
re-arrangements where done that did not affect the actual
information, e.g., if {"a":2,"value":"content"}
becomes { "value": 2"content", "a":2 }. Performance hits by canonicalization can be avoided. The actual
step of canonicalisation must not be performed on the
constrained devices itself. For signature generation the JSON
message can already be assembled in its canonical form, e.g.,
the canonical form is hardcoded. The verifier might either
a powerful entity outside the constrained world or can be
generated by more powerful intermediaries before forwarded
into the constrained world.
B. Performance using NIST p160 on Zolertia Z1
Table VII states the speed of our prototype as a reference
for others to compare. The prototype was build using the
ECClight library [15] for Contiki [39] as a starting point.
It was developed by employees of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), and others [15]. From
this public domain library, the core ECDSA implementation
was isolated and remaining code removed. For the NIST’s
p160 curve (secp160r1), the private key and a public certificate was generated on one Zolertia Z1 [6] and exported.
The private key was stored in code on the Z1 that signs and
the public certificate was hard-coded into another Z1 that
verifies. Finally, the JSS as a JSON object was sent via UDP
from the signing Z1 to the verifying one. We implemented
the JSON canonicalization method including a BASE64URL
encoding. Code is planned to be released as open source.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have implemented a cryptographically strong digital signature based on ECC in software on a constrained
device. For the software prototype we used ECDSA p160
NIST, which is arguably not secure [18], but suffices as
a performance indicator. Future work is to build it on
ed25519 [19]. The first challenge to overcome was the
difference in processor bit-width of the constrained device
and the normal world of web based services, e.g., 16 bit to
32/64 bit. The lesson learned was to not underestimate the

effects that these differences have on the encoding of the
cryptographic key material and of the message itself.
Second, we faced the challenge of being able to reconstruct the exact same bit representation that was signed.
Due to widespread use on higher IoT processing we wanted
to keep JSON as flexible as possible and chose the road of
canonicalization, e.g., like COSE did with canonical CBOR.
We opted agains encoding a flexible and human-readable
format into a non-human readable encoding, like base64urlencoded JSON, as done in JWS.
In this paper, we have described the steps to canonicalise
the data, and to transport a signature value and necessary
meta-information inside the JSON data that it protects. Using
JSON from the constrained node, removes the need to reformat the data and thus the integrity verifying signature
can be preserved and checked. Using a canonical representation allows intermediaries to re-arrange the JSON without
invalidating its integrity.
In the prototype, the elliptic curve cryptography, the
encoding and parsing of the JSON data takes only about two
seconds. Thus, our prototype demonstrates that even a class
1 constrained device, as defined in [2], like the Z1 (MSP
430@16MHz) [6] can seamlessly lay the foundation for endto-end integrity protected sensor-to-world communication.
Future work is to implement and compare potential gains
of using other representations, e.g., canonical CBOR.
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